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Both these anglers and Mr. Arthur Impey can always
be found at Blangy-sur-Bresle these mayfly days: still for
me does this continue as a sentimental journey, for I was
billeted there and fished this river in 1917. As I descend
the hill from the Haute For£t d'Eu I always half expect
to see the regiment of French dragoons with their
horses picketed in the apple orchards, our neighbours in
those days.
And what has happened to that pretty actress who was
"testing" at Blangy in those days? Tenderly do I look
at the house where she lived: it somehow all looks so
changed (yet not a house is changed one whit), and I
make sidelong, fruitless enquiries in the little hotel,
where they know everything. There was a romantic
arrangement to meet Rosalie in Paris on my three days'
leave: to Colonel Antony Lowther (he was then a
subaltern in the icth Hussars) I poured out my hopes over
a magnum of champagne at dinner in the Cafe de Paris.
And looking up from the table my eyes caught those of
the ace-charmer of those days—Lily Maud, as fair as
an English debutante, and alone except for a large car
and a large Alsatian dog* Rosalie was forgotten.
I rejoined my regiment feeling as guilty as Dorian
Gray, and that the first streak of cruel deception would
show on my countenance.
This river Bresle fishes very well. Mr. Arthur Impey
has just produced a 4j4b. fish caught on a mayfly (and
not by other means so commonly attributed to French
fishing), and I believe this stretch is the best in the whole
neighbourhood, though that owned by Prince Jean de
Caraman Chimay on the Varenne is perhaps the more
difficult to fish. The Princess is the most successful of
aay angler in the district: her fly, "La Princesse/' is

